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Digital Interface Handbook, Third EditionFocal Press, 2003
For those who need to get to grips with digital audio and video systems, this book sheds light on the differences between audio interfaces and shows how to make devices 'talk to each other' in the digital domain despite their subtle differences.

The Digital Interface Handbook is a thoroughly detailed manual for those who need to get to...

		

JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...


		

Project Planning and Control, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
The book covers the principles and tools of project management. All the 'hard' topics which may appear in the APMP examination are explained and worked through in practical examples. Real-life case studies show how the theory can be adapted to work 'in the field'. This approach means that techniques can be fully understood and appreciated. Useful...





		

More About High-volume Web Sites (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
In 1999, Dr Willy Chiu, noticing the emergence of many large and complex customer Web sites, and observing how they often failed to deliver the expected robustness and customer satisfaction, set up a new team within IBM called the High-Volume Web Sites (HVWS) team. This team was chartered to work with customers and IBM internal teams involved in...


		

The Art of Sound ReproductionFocal Press, 1998
Designed to make life a little easier by providing all the theoretical background necessary to understand sound reproduction, backed up with practical examples. Specialist terms - both musical and physical - are defined as they occur and plain English is used throughout. Analog and digital audio are considered as alternatives, and the advantages of...

		

Managing Software Deliverables, First Edition : A Software Development Management MethodologyDigital Press, 2003
Managing Software Deliverables—A Software Development Management Methodology describes a set of proven processes for establishing an effective Software Program Management Office (SPMO) function in a corporate setting. Every business that has people performing Software Project Management (PM) activities has a need for these...






		

Sams Teach Yourself J2EE in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002
J2EE has become required knowledge for any serious Java developer, but learning this large and complex specification requires a substantial investment of time and energy. Sams Teach Yourself J2EE in 21 Days presents the enterprise Java architecture in accessible, easy-to-comprehend lessons, describing how each J2EE tool solves the challenges of...


		

Digital Accounting: The Effects of the Internet And Erp on AccountingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Digital Accounting: The Effects of the Internet and ERP on Accounting provides a foundation in digital accounting by covering fundamental topics such as accounting software, XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language), and EDI. The effects of the Internet and ERP on accounting are classified and presented for each accounting cycle, along with a...

		

The Art & Science of Interpreting Market Research EvidenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is supported by a ten-module training course consisting of a series of PowerPoint presentation charts. This also includes case studies that will be helpful to University lecturers and those responsibl e for training new graduates entering the mark et research industry, on either the client or agency side.
    "This is modern...






		

Symfony 1.3 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
With its flexible architecture, the Symfony framework allows you to build modern web applications and web services easily and rapidly. The MVC components separate the logic from the user interface and therefore make developing, changing, and testing your applications much faster. Using Symfony you can minimize repetitive coding tasks, optimize...

		

Energy Investing DeMystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	FUEL your portfolio with SMART ENERGY INVESTING


	ELECTRICITY. BIO-FUELS. NATURAL GAS. OIL. They power the world. And if you know what you're doing, they can power your investment portfolio.


	Energy Investing DeMYSTiFieD provides the information, insight, and tools you need to immediately start investing in...


		

MMS: Technologies, Usage and Business Models John Wiley & Sons, 2003
MMS will reshape mobile communication, making it more personal, versatile, and expressive than ever before.
    Drawing on the authors’ hands-on experience in developing, billing and delivering Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS), this innovative book addresses how MMS will affect existing network and...
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